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INTRODUCTION
Managing the neurosurgical on-call can be one of the more daunting aspects of the role of a
Neurosurgical Registrar. The on-calls may range from managing complex and difficult cases to the
often challenging logistical issues which can arise.
Whilst there are courses that cover neurosurgical conditions; operative skills and managing
neurosurgical patients, this course specifically addresses these complex and often difficult issues.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The course is aimed at Trainees, ST1 - ST3, providing the relevant knowledge and skills to
adequately manage neurosurgical on-calls and ultimately help improve patient care. Content will
include:
▌
▌
▌
▌
▌

What a consultant expects from a junior registrar on-call
Lessons learned from experienced trainees			
Top tips and how to do well			
The difference between adult & paediatrics
Cases-based scenarios including the hectic on-call and common logistical challenges

COURSE STRUCTURE
The one day course will consist of lectures, with interactive seminars and simulation.
In order to provide the background knowledge and experience which will then be applied in the
case-based discussions and scenario sessions, lectures will be delivered by experts who have
several years of experience of on-calls within one of the UK’s busiest neurosurgical units - The
Institute of Neurological Sciences, QEUH, Glasgow.

COURSE CHAIRS AND FACULTY
Attending from:
▌
▌
▌
▌

The Institute of Neurological Sciences, Glasgow
Queen Elizabeth University Hospital, Glasgow		
Royal Hospital for Children, Glasgow			
Sheffield Children’s NHS Foundation Trust & Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust

COURSE CHAIR
Roddy O’Kane, Consultant Neurosurgeon
COURSE ORGANISER
Allan Hall, Speciality Trainee in Neurosurgery

FACULTY
Mohamed Abdelsadg
Senior Clinical Fellow, Neurosurgery
Kevin Agyemang
Specialty Registrar, Neurosurgery
Likhith Alakandy
Consultant Neurosurgeon
Mutiu Asha
Senior Clinical Fellow, Neurosurgery
Khaled Badran
Senior Clinical Fellow, Paediatric Neurosurgery
Chris Barrett
Consultant Neurosurgeon
Parameswaran Bhattathiri
Consultant Neurosurgeon & Specialty Advisor to Chief Medical Officer
Emer Campbell
Consultant Paediatric Neurosurgeon
Michael Cearns
Specialty Registrar, Neurosurgery
Mohamed Draz
Senior Clinical Fellow, Neurosurgery
Paul Fivey
Senior Registrar, Neurosurgery
Athanasios Grivas
Consultant Neurosurgeon
Samih Hassan
Consultant Neurosurgeon
Adi Kumar
Specialty Registrar, Neurosurgery
Anna Craig-McQuaide
Specialty Registrar, Neurosurgery
Calan Mathieson
Consultant Neurosurgeon
Edward Jerome St George
Consultant Neurosurgeon
Saurabh Sinha
Consultant Neurosurgeon
Anthony Amato-Watkins
Consultant Paediatric & Adult Neurosurgeon

PRELIMINARY PROGRAMME

08:30

Registration and refreshments

09:00

Welcome

09:15

What I have learned from a year of on-call

ST4 Registrar

10:00

Lessons learned and how to do well

ST6+ Registrar

10:45

Exhibition and refreshment break

11:00

What I expect from an on-call and common pitfalls

Consultants

11:45

Adult vs paediatric on-call

ST6+/Consultants

12:30

Lunch and exhibition

13:30

Case and scenario discussion (30 mins per session)

Course faculty

▌ Scenario 1: Difficult logistical problems
▌ Scenario 2: The hectic on-call
▌ Scenario 3: The difficult referral
15:00

Exhibition and refreshment break

15:15

Case discussion (30 mins per session)

Course faculty

▌ Case 1: Cranial
▌ Case 2: Spinal
▌ Case 3: Paediatrics
16:45

General Q&A panel discussion

17:15

Summary and close

Course faculty

VENUE
University of Glasgow
College of Medical, Veterinary & Life Sciences
Wolfson Medical School Building
University Avenue
Glasgow
G12 8QQ

INFORMATION
HOW TO REGISTER
To register, select one of the following options:
Register here
Call us: +44 (0)114 225 9135/9058
Complete the booking form and return to: academia.bbmuk@bbraun.com
Or scan the QR code to go directly to the registration page:

Follow us on Twitter
@academia_uk #NeuroOnCall

@AesculapAcademia UK

@Aesculap Academy

MASTERING THE ART OF NEUROSURGICAL 0N-CALL REGISTRATION
I confirm that I have read and understood the General Terms and Conditions and the Data Privacy Policy.
The submission of personal or business data is done on an explicitly voluntary basis.
With your registration you confirm to your personal information being recorded for the purpose of event administration
and to receive information on future events from Aesculap Academia.
With your registration you consent to your email address being shared with a third party platform provider (applicable
for digital events).
I accept that this event is being recorded and that my image and/or audio will be captured on that recording unless I
switch off my camera and microphone for the duration of the event (applicable for digital events).

Signature:
Date:

DETAILS

I consent to the data marked with * to be shared with the professional body, on whose behalf Aesculap Academia
have arranged the event (if applicable).

*Full Name

Phone

*Profession

*Email

*Hospital/Institution

Where did you hear
about this event?

Address
City

Accessibility
requirements

Post code
Delegate Fee

£75.00

Participant Dietary Requirements

PAYMENT
Visa Debit

Mastercard

Visa

CARD NUMBER
START DATE

END DATE

Once your payment has been processed
these details will be destroyed.

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF AESCULAP ACADEMIA, UK
1. REGISTRATION
Please complete the registration form, ensuring that
all payment details have been completed. Payment
must be received no later than 4 weeks prior to the
event. If payment is not received we reserve the right
to allocate your place to another delegate.
2. CANCELLATION BY THE DELEGATE
A full refund will be given for all events cancelled
no later than 4 weeks prior to the event date. After
this time and up to 14 days before the date of the
event, we will offer to offset the value of the event
against another Academia event, or for refunds an
administration charge of 10% of the event fee will
be made. For cancellations that are made between 14
and 7 days before the date of the event we reserve
the right to charge half the participation fee. The full
participation fee will be payable for cancellation after
this period and for non-attendance.
3. EVENT CONTENT
We reserve the right to change the event content,
the venue or location and/or the faculty at any time.
However, we make every effort to ensure that all
events run as advertised.
4. CANCELLATION OF THE EVENT
We reserve the right to cancel/reschedule the event,
at any time. Cancellation notices will be sent to the
email address or number given on the registration
form and receipt will be assumed unless evidence
of non-delivery is received. A full refund of event
registration fees (only) will be made to participants
who are unable to attend on the rescheduled date.
Aesculap Academia will not accept liability for any
other loss, damage, costs or expenses incurred by the
Delegate as a result of the cancellation/rescheduling
of the event, including without limitation: professional
fees or other earnings and costs.
5. DATA PROTECTION
With your registration you confirm to your personal
information being recorded for the purpose of
event administration and to receive information on
future events from Aesculap Academia. Your name,
profession, hospital/institution and email address
will be shared with the professional body, on whose
behalf we have arranged the event (if applicable).
Your data is processed in accordance with our Privacy
Policy which is available here https://tinyurl.com/
AADataPrivacyPolicy2020

Digital Events and Virtual Conferences are held on
various third party platforms, it may be that during
the meeting or live event that your contact details
(name, email address, phone number) will be seen
by all participants of the meeting or event. You may
wish to avoid using your private contact details to
participate in a Digital Event or a Virtual Conference.
5. DATA PROTECTION CONTINUED
With your registration you confirm that your email
address can be shared with the third party platform
provider for the purpose of being given digital access
to the event. Your email address will not be retained
by the third party platform provider after the event
has taken place.
In relation to Digital Events and Virtual Conferences
there will be a recording of the event for documentation
purposes and for sharing the recording, including all
presentation and slide content, with all registered
delegates of the event. If you do not wish for your
image to be recorded then you must turn off your
camera for the duration of the meeting. In which case
only your voice will be recorded if you take part in the
discussions during the event.
Responsible person for data protection of Aesculap
Academia UK is Donna Gold,
donna.gold@bbraun.com
If you wish to be removed from our database please
send an email to: academia.bbmuk@bbraun.com
6. HEALTH CONCERNS
Please inform us if you have any existing health
conditions or dietary requirements we should be
aware of.
7. PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN DURING THE EVENT
General photographs, including videos of plenary
speaker sessions, will be taken during this event and
we may choose to use crowd images on our social
media channels. As a delegate, you may be included in
some of these photographs. If you do not wish to be
photographed, you must specify this upon registration
at the event (on the day) to ensure that you will be
issued with an identifiable lanyard. No identifying
names or titles will be displayed alongside your
images.

The Aesculap Academy is one of the leading medical forums for everyone who is professionally, passionately
and ambitiously committed to people‘s health. To those medical professionals we offer top quality knowledge
transfer based on globally recognised quality criteria using innovative methods and technologies.

DIALOG - DEDICATED TO LIFE.
The Aesculap Academy has its roots in the company B. Braun, which has been protecting and improving people’s
health for more than 180 years. With our courses, hands-on training and symposia we help to honour our parent
company’s promise of SHARING EXPERTISE.
The courses at the Aesculap Academy offer participants, who want to continue to learn in an inspiring
environment, knowledge transfer and teaching that are adapted to real life: lifelong learning, true-to-life
training situations and realistic content for a better life for patients and medical staff.
We are proud to announce that in recognition of outstanding surgery-related educational provision by a surgical
education centre, The Royal College of Surgeons of England has awarded Aesculap Academia (UK) centre
accreditation; An award of excellence.
The Royal College of Surgeons is a leading national and international centre for surgical education, training,
assessment, examination and research. This partnership and accreditation will enable us to ensure the highest
standards of education in surgery are met.

AESCULAP ACADEMIA - a B. Braun company
AESCULAP ACADEMIA
Brookdale Road | Thorncliffe Park | Sheffield | S35 2PW
Tel: +44 (0) 114 225 9135
Email: academia.bbmuk@bbraun.com
Web: www.aesculap-academia.co.uk

@academia_uk

@AesculapAcademia UK
Accredited by the Royal College of Surgeons
The Royal College of Surgeons of England,
registered charity number 212808

@Aesculap Academy

